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pointing out some onsequenes of that hoie (Stormo, 1998). In this letter I will addressother onsequenes and interpretations of the two approahes. However, before addressingthe deep and diÆult issues that Dr. Stormo has raised, whih we have been disussing formore than 15 years, I would like to make some small fatual orretions.First, the Staden method (Staden, 1984) is disussed in my J. Theor. Biol.paper (Shneider, 1997a). Staden's method has no uto�, while the individual information(Ri) method has a natural one and although they are similar, no one derived the Riformula from Staden's approah. I did not derive the Ri method from Staden; it is anatural extension of information theory inspired by Tribus (Tribus, 1961). The onnetionbetween the information ontributed by individual binding sites (as represented by thesequene walker omputer graphis (Shneider, 1997b)) and their ensemble average (asrepresented by the sequene logo omputer graphis (Shneider & Stephens, 1990)) is notobvious from the Staden approah, nor is the relationship to energy (Shneider, 1991b).Seond, in his letter (Stormo, 1998) Dr. Stormo implied that I \laim an inequalityrelationship with the enthalpy of binding". My papers do not laim any relationship withenthalpy; indeed I have not published the word \enthalpy" before now. While it is possiblefor q in the Seond Law dS � dq=T to refer to enthalpy (the inrease in entropy of thesurroundings of a system), the more appropriate measure for moleular mahines is thetotal dissipation, and this orresponds to the free energy. (In this letter I use the termsenergy and free energy synonymously.) At this point it would appear that we �nally agree,but information is not energy as will be disussed in setion II below.2



I. What Does Dr. Stormo's Iseq Measure?1. Iseq is not a state funtion. Iseq is a relative entropy that is not a distanemeasure beause it is asymmetri and does not follow the triangle inequality (Cover &Thomas, 1991). So why isn't Iseq a state funtion? The previous argument used a simple 3state ase (Shneider, 1991b). A more general argument is to onsider a series of N statesthat form a losed loop. Let N � 1 of the steps between these states be madeindependently so that N�1Xk=1 Ik � 0 (1)sine \information" is (supposedly) additive for eah independent event, and eah step givesa zero or positive value. Irrespetive of whether or not the last step is independent, IN � 0beause the funtion is nonnegative. Therefore the sum around a loop is nonnegative:NXk=1 Ik � 0: (2)The only ondition where P Ik = 0 is where no step had a hange. By making manyexursions to di�erent omposition regions of the genome, a reognizer would gain anarbitrarily large (and variable) information by Dr. Stormo's measure. In ontrast, freeenergy and entropy are state funtions (i.e., funtions of the urrent state of a system andnot its history) and so their integration around a losed loop is always zero and priorhistory an be ignored. Iseq therefore annot be used to ompute energy as Dr. Stormolaims.
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2. Iseq is not an information theory measure. Shannon's unertaintyH = �Xi Pi log2 Pi (bits per symbol) (3)is related to the physial entropy if the probabilities orrespond to the mirostates of thesystem, so that S = kB ln 2H (Shneider, 1991b). (H is often inorretly alled an entropy;see Tribus & MIrvine, 1971, for an amusing story about why.)The theory I work with di�ers from that of Dr. Stormo in that it uses a de�nition ofinformation that is path independent. A moleular mahine | inluding not only genetireognizers but also rhodopsin, myosin, et. | dissipates energy into its surroundings as itmakes hoies (Shneider, 1991a). The information R (a rate of information, followingShannon's original notation) is a derease in unertainty:R = Hbefore �Hafter = ��H (bits per operation). (4)For protein binding on a nulei aid, the before state is the reognizer unbound ornonspei�ally bound and the after state is it being spei�ally bound (Shneider, 1994).By using the state funtion H, the measure R is path independent. As a diretonsequene Shannon's information an be ompared to the measured energy hange ofsuh proesses beause energy hanges are also path independent.The formula asribed to by Dr. Stormo isIseq(l) = Xb f(b; l) log2 f(b; l)p(b)=  �Xb f(b; l) log2 p(b)!�  �Xb f(b; l) log2 f(b; l)! ; (5)4



where supposedly p(b) is the probability of base b in the genome, and f(b; l) is thefrequeny of base b at a position l in a binding site. Writing Iseq in the seond form showsthat it is a di�erene, but not of state funtions sine the �rst part mixes two states: p(b)represents the unbound state and f(b; l) represents the bound state.Note that R an be omputed from the genomi unertaintyHbefore = Hgenomi = Hg = �Xb p(b) log2 p(b) (6)in whih ase, ontrary to Dr. Stormo's laim, it does anel the `bakground': theinformation of regions outside a binding site will utuate around zero in a sequenelogo (Shneider et al., 1986; Shneider & Stephens, 1990). Therefore equation (6) anaount for skewed genome omposition. However, this may be fundamentally inorret asthere is no physial ontat between the reognizer and the nulei aid bases in this state.In other words there are three possible formulas:Hbefore = 2 (7)Hbefore = Hg (8)\Hbefore" = �Xb f(b; l) log2 p(b) (9)Formula (7) would be the strit moleular mahine view in whih ontat is not madebefore binding (Shneider, 1991a; Shneider, 1994), so that the unertainty is log2 4 = 2bits. This raises the issue of how it is known to be 4 bases. However, the situation isequivalent to determining the hannel apaity and therefore follows Shannon in that sense.Modi�ation of bases, for example by methylation or glyosylation, does not inrease the5



information apaity of DNA beyond 2 bits per base sine the modi�ations depend on thesequene itself, for example in the methylation of adenine by Dam methylase at 50 GATC30. However, inreasing the number of symbols everywhere by adding new bases wouldinrease the information, as has been done experimentally (Piirilli et al., 1990).In formula (8) Hg an be used to anel the `bakground' around a binding site dueto genomi omposition skew (Shneider et al., 1986), but this is dangerous beause wedon't know what auses the skew. For example, it ould be aused by a nuleosomebinding pattern everywhere in the genome and therefore real information is there. Thisleaves us with the diÆult or unresolvable tehnial problem to separate and identify theinformation of other binding sites in suh genomes. A similar diÆult situation is to usepurely theoretial means to distinguish ribosome binding site patterns from thedownstream odon biases that our with 3 base repetition. Aside from the toeprintexperiment (Hartz et al., 1988) one doesn't know exatly where the 30 edge of the ribosomeis (Rudd & Shneider, 1992), and it is not lear that ompliated subtration or extrationshemes would provide fair models lose to the initiation odon sine translation or proteinhains may be di�erent when they are just starting as ompared to later on. Experimentalapproahes to determine the patterns, suh as SELEX, are also presentlyinadequate (Shneider, 1996; Shultzaberger & Shneider, 1999).Formula (9) is not a true Shannon unertainty of the form �P p log p, and is not astate funtion.Thus formulas (7) or (8) appear reasonable but (9) is not and does not math the6



physis disussed in Setion II.3. Iseq an violate the hannel apaity theorem. Shannon's hannel apaitytheorem provides an upper bound on the information that an be transmitted (Shannon,1948; Shannon, 1949). It has been used to explain the observed preision of moleularsystems (Shneider, 1991a; Shneider, 1994). Beause Iseq an give inde�nitely large values,it ould be used to transmit more information than the hannel apaity of aommuniations system, in violation of the theorem. Dr. Stormo gives an example wheremore than 2 \bits" per base are obtained from the string GGGG even though it nevertakes more than 2 bits to hoose one objet in four.When disussing the omputation for GGGG, Dr. Stormo does not give ajusti�ation for having more than 2 bits/base other than having Rsequene (the averageinformation at a set of binding sites) equal Rfrequeny (the information needed to loate thebinding sites on the genome). There are now a number of lear ases where Rsequene doesnot equal Rfrequeny for good biologial reasons (Shneider et al., 1986; Shneider &Stormo, 1989; Herman & Shneider, 1992; Rudd & Shneider, 1992; Stephens & Shneider,1992), so foring one's formula to make them equal means that one ould miss importantbiologial phenomena.4. Interpreting Iseq as a marosopi measure made by an observer. Iunderstand that it is not Dr. Stormo's intent to model the observational proess, but it isworthwhile understanding the impliations of this possible interpretation. Formulas likeIseq diretly ompare two probability distributions, and beause they always have positive7



values they an be interpreted as measuring the state hange of an observer who doesn'tforget. If this is the ase, then they are not an appropriate measure for single moleules,whih do forget where, or even whether, they were previously bound.5. Iseq an measure prejudie. Iseq-like funtions may be a way of measuringprejudie of an observer. They will give an inde�nitely large response when some initialprobabilities are small but later turn out to be large (f(b; l)� p(b) in equation 5). That is,the more prejudied the observer is, the more surprised they an be. This has a uriousonsequene. If there are 2 possible initial states and an observer believes that one of themis highly likely, then when the states hange later the observer an gain more than 1 \bit"of information, even though a 2 state system annot ontain more than 1 bit of informationsine it takes only log2 2 = 1 yes-no question to ompletely identify one of the two items.The more prejudied the person is about the initial state, the more that they `learn', andthey somehow learn more than it is possible to know! This violation of the hannelapaity shows that it is not appropriate to assign the units \bits" to this measure.6. Iseq as a global free energy measure. Dr. Stormo (private ommuniation)indiates that Iseq is intended to \ompare two di�erent situations, the protein ourringequally at all possible positions and its equilibrium distribution." In other words, Dr.Stormo proposes it as a measure of the marosopi binding reation. By thisinterpretation, Iseq does not measure the state hange of a single moleule, so it annot beused to determine the average energy hange a single moleule experienes in the transitionbetween being non-spei�ally bound to the genome and being bound at the binding sites.8



The hoies made by a single protein annot be sensitive to the marosopi hemialequilibrium. For example, the loal binding interation between a single EoRI moleuleand the base A annot be sensitive to the number of A moleules elsewhere on a DNA. TheEoRI moleule an only reat with the bases it is lose to.II. What is the inequality that Dr. Stormo disputes?The inequality is a version of the Seond Law of Thermodynamis, given in aprevious J. Theor. Biol. paper (Shneider, 1991b). The relationship derived from both theSeond Law and (surprisingly!) from Shannon's hannel apaity equation is:Emin = kBT ln 2 � �qR (joules per bit) (10)where kB is Boltzmann's onstant, T is the absolute temperature and ln 2 is a onstantthat gives units of bits. Positive q is de�ned as heat put into the system. The formulashows that to gain one bit of information (set R = 1) at least kBT ln 2 joules must bedissipated (�q) to the surroundings. The Seond Law forbids a smaller amount but allowsa larger amount.A oin is a useful example for understanding this. A oin an arry one bit ofinformation, sine it has 2 states and log2(2) = 1 bit. Consider a oin ipping in the air orbouning around in a box. In suh a ondition it has no partiular state and so itsunertainty is 1 bit. To `store' information in the oin, it must ome to rest on one or theother fae. This requires that the energy in the oin be allowed to ow out to thesurrounding environment. The point here is that the initial energy of the oin an havedi�erent values relative to the �nal value. The Seond Law tells us that there is a9



minimum energy that must be dissipated per bit (kBT ln 2 joules), but there an be extradissipation that is merely wasted beause under all onditions no more than 1 bit an bestored in the oin. With even a small ineÆieny, the relationship between energydissipated and information gained will be an inequality, ontrary to Dr. Stormo's laim(see Tribus & MIrvine, 1971).A oin is also a good analogy for the situation of a protein binding to DNA. Beforespei� binding, the protein/DNA omplex has high energy, while after binding at spei�DNA sites it has lower energy. The exess energy must be dissipated to the surroundingsfor the moleule to stik, sine if the energy were not dissipated the moleule would moveon. As with the oin, there an be an exess dissipation so there is no a priori relationshipbetween energy and information aside from the Seond Law bound.If, in attempting to model binding energetis, p(b) and f(b; l) are to represent thetime-average of various bases bound by the protein, then the non-equivalene of energy andinformation means that it is not orret to assume that these are the same as the basefrequenies observed in the genome and in binding sites, respetively, sine thoseorrespond to information. In this ase, these probabilities are not yet experimentallyaessible and the measure Dr. Stormo proposes annot be made.On the other hand, these probabilities are usually presented as estimatable fromobserved base frequenies, in whih ase Dr. Stormo is working entirely on the informationside of the energy/information equation (10) to ompute his \spei� free energy ofbinding". In this interpretation, Iseq annot be a measure of energy. Beause of the Seond10



Law inequality, the only way to know what the real energy is, is to go and make diretmeasurements of it.AknowledgmentsI thank Lakshmanan Iyer for omments and for useful disussions leading to equation(2), and Elaine Buheimer, John S. Garavelli, Denise Rubens, Peter K. Rogan, JohnSpouge, Brue Shapiro, and Ryan Shultzaberger for omments on the manusript.
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